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Abstract – One of the main drawbacks of the traditional drilling process is the formation of long chips
when cutting metallic parts. Usually, peck drilling cycles are used to break and evacuate the chips through
the flutes of the drill. However, this solution increases the operation time and therefore decreases the
productivity. To solve this problem, vibration assisted drilling has been developed to meet industrial needs
in terms of productivity. Forced vibrations impose a variation of the chip thickness in order to obtain its
fragmentation. This process has been recently developed and optimal cutting conditions have yet to be
determined to improve it furthermore. This paper presents, on the first hand, an experimental study of
the kinematics of vibration assisted drilling. It showed a strong reduction of the amplitude of vibration
during drilling, in the configuration of the tests. In addition, tests were conducted to show the apparition
of interference phenomena at the centre of the tool. Interferences are difficult to separate from the cutting
phenomenon, making the modelling of cutting forces difficult. From the kinematic model, chip height can
be simulated in order to model the cutting forces. A thrust force and a torque model applied to vibration
assisted drilling are presented in this paper. The thrust force model is based on a representation of the tool
by several zones corresponding to each cutting mechanism: indentation at the centre of the tool, cutting
along the cutting edges and bad cutting conditions in an intermediary zone. The periodically variable feed
speed modifies the size of each zone and the thrust force they generate. The model presented in this paper
formulates the interaction of several zones of the tool with the material and explains the particular shape
of the thrust force observed. The models are identified and validated through an application on aluminium
alloy 7010.
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1 Introduction

When drilling metallic parts, long chips are often gen-
erated. Deburring cycles can be used to fragment the chips
and to evacuate them through the flutes of the drill. How-
ever, by including deburring cycles, productivity is de-
creased. Another alternative is to enforce their breaking.
The principle of vibration assisted drilling is the addition
of oscillations to the traditional feed movement. Oscilla-
tions are thus added to the constant feed of the tool. The
chip height becomes variable and low enough to force a
fragmentation of chips, depending on the material to be
cut.

Several solutions to generate vibrations during the
drilling operation exist. For the first type of vibration
assistance, chatter vibrations are generated with specific
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cutting parameters [1]. A complex dynamic study is nec-
essary to determine the optimal parameters. Else, vibra-
tions can be forced, hence with specific frequencies and
amplitudes. For instance, piezoelectric devices generate
high frequencies and low amplitudes vibrations [2].

Another possibility is the use of a mechanical sys-
tem [3]. In this study, the tool holder MITIS PG 80–40 is
equipped with a mechanical cam. The system consists in a
low frequency and high amplitude forced vibration device.
It generates 1.5 oscillations per revolution of the tool. The
amplitude is adjustable on this specific tool-holder, from
0 to 0.5 mm.

The use of oscillations along the axis of the tool en-
sures chip fragmentation in metals if the amplitude is im-
portant enough in regard to the feed. It then permits an
easier chip removal from the cutting area [4,5]. However,
its impact on the hole quality is undetermined as well
as the changes that tool vibrations cause to the cutting
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mechanisms. Burrs on metals [6,7], delamination and sur-
face quality on composites [8–10] are considered the most
important defects in drilling. The impact of vibrations on
those defects has to be studied. For this task, the def-
inition of the kinematics of the process, as well as the
modelling of cutting forces, are necessary. The kinematic
model permits the determination of the chip height and
of the feed rate at any instant of the cutting operation.
These parameters can then be used in the prediction of
thrust force and torque.

The model of the thrust force in vibration assisted
drilling suggested is based on the model presented in the
work of Guibert et al. [11]. In this model, the drill is rep-
resented by several zones corresponding to specific mech-
anisms. This model is adapted to vibration drilling to
take into account the important variations of the two pa-
rameters, chip height and the instantaneous feed rates, in
vibration assisted drilling. The size of each zone and the
force they generate depend on those two parameters.

Previous studies determined the chip height from the
kinematic model [4] by defining the trajectory of any point
of the tool in vibration assisted drilling. However, differ-
ences between the experimental kinematic of the process
and the simulation were pointed out. It is therefore dif-
ficult to simulate a chip height and a thrust force model
depending on the theoretical trajectories without correct-
ing the real kinematic behaviour of the system.

This paper presents a study of the kinematics and the
cutting forces generated in vibration assisted drilling. In a
first part, the kinematic of the process is modelled. More-
over, a thrust force model and a torque model applied
to vibrations assisted drilling are suggested. The coeffi-
cients of the thrust force model are identified through ex-
periments on traditional drilling of aluminum alloy 7010.
The thrust force model is adapted to vibration assisted
drilling. It explains the particular evolution of the thrust
force related to the important variation of the instanta-
neous feed rate induced by the oscillations.

The comparison between force measurements and sim-
ulations shows that the kinematic model is not accurate
enough. Then, a corrected kinematic model is suggested
in order to take into account the phenomenon specific
to vibration assisted drilling, and which explains the dif-
ferences observed between the kinematic model and the
experimental data. The reduction of amplitude of the vi-
brations during drilling will be assessed and taken into ac-
count. The differences in cutting time are also explained
by the presence of interferences at the centre of the tool.

2 Modelling of the vibration assisted drilling

2.1 Study of the kinematics in vibration assisted
drilling

Before modelling the thrust force in vibration assisted
drilling, it is necessary to determine the chip height by
establishing a kinematic model of the process, based on
the previous work of Jallageas [4]. The trajectory of any
point of the tool is defined with a constant feed movement

Fig. 1. Representation of tool trajectories and chip height in
the case of continuous cutting.

Fig. 2. Representation of tool trajectories and chip height in
the case of interrupted cutting.

and the added oscillations. It is convenient to express the
altitude of a point of the edge of the tool as a function of
the angular position. The angular position w is expressed
in revolutions. The formula of the trajectory Zi (w) of the
i-th tooth is as follows (Eq. (1)):

Zi (w) = −fw +
a

2
sin

(
Osc 2 π w − i

Z
2 π Osc

)
+ i

f

Z
(1)

where f is the feed in mm.rev−1, a the amplitude of os-
cillations, Osc the frequency of oscillations in osc.rev−1,
Z number of teeth of the tool, w the angular position in
rev.

The chip height at any given angular position can be
defined from these tool trajectories by calculating the dif-
ference between the current trajectory and the previous
ones (Fig. 1 and Eq. (2))

Zi+1 (w) − Zi (w) =
f

Z
+

a

2

[
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Z
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× cos
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2 π Osc w − π Osc

Z
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When the amplitude is important enough for a given feed,
several trajectories can intersect. In this case, it is neces-
sary to define the surface left by the previous tooth pas-
sage to simulate the chip height (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 3. Thrust force measured as a function of penetrated
radius and observation of the changes of slope [11].

The limit between continuous and interrupted cutting
corresponds to the case where two consecutive trajectories
are tangent. In this special case, the amplitude (noted af )
can be expressed in relation to the feed f , the frequency
Osc and the number of teeth Z (Eq. (3))

af =
f

Z sin
(

π Osc
Z

) (3)

If the amplitude is set below this limit, the cutting is
continuous. If the amplitude is set over this limit, the
cutting will be interrupted as teeth trajectories intersect
previous ones

2.2 Thrust force and torque modelling

The thrust force model presented in this paper is
based on the model established by Guibert et al. [11],
modified to take into account the forced vibration and
its consequences. The identification of the coefficients of
the model follows the edge-material pair method in tra-
ditional drilling: for the entry of the tool-tip, the thrust
force versus time (or penetrated radius) is plotted, con-
sidering perfect tool geometry. Changes of slope on the
thrust force signal point out different cutting mechanisms.
Three of them are identified (Fig. 3).

These three zones are explained by the combination
of the local geometry of the tool and the local kinematics
(Fig. 4). They are determined by the study of the force
signal and its derivative at the entry of the tip of the tool.

– At the centre of the tool, there is a close to null cut-
ting speed. This part of the tool works as an indenter,
pushing out the material, generating a large amount
of thrust force in comparison to its size.

– Farther from the centre, on an intermediary zone, the
cutting speed is important enough to have a cutting

along

Fig. 4. Main cutting phenomena in drilling operation.

Fig. 5. Phase-shifted feed rate and chip height for f =
0.2 mm.rev−1 and a = 0.32 mm.

phenomenon, but not enough for the cutting phe-
nomenon to be efficient. The part of the total thrust
force generated by this zone increases rapidly with the
feed, up to 40% of the total thrust force for feed rates
higher than 0.2 mm.rev−1 in drilling steel 35MnV7
with a 5 mm diameter carbide drill [11].

– On the cutting edges, the cutting speed increases with
the radius and it is several times the value of the feed
rate. Because the feed rate is negligible in front of the
cutting speed on the main edges of the tool, the thrust
force generated is mainly related to the chip height.

As far as traditional drilling is concerned, chip height
and feed rate are constant: therefore cutting mechanism
and its associated area are also constant. When con-
sidering vibration assisted drilling, chip height and feed
rate are varying with time. Moreover, the correlation be-
tween those two through the rotational speed is irrelevant
(Fig. 5).

An example of the evolution of the chip height and the
instantaneous feed rate are shown in Figure 5. It can be
seen that the tool enters the material (2) when the feed
rate is close to its maximum in absolute value (1) and the
tool goes downward (Vfi < 0). Then, the chip height gets
to its maximum value (4) when the feed rate is close to
zero (3). Finally, the tooth exits the material (5) when
the tool goes upward (Vfi > 0).

Interactions between the chip height and the instanta-
neous feed rate Vfi are expected, in regards to the size of
each zone and the thrust force generated for each mecha-
nism encountered. In contrary to the cutting edges where
the cutting speed is high, the indentation zone and the
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Fig. 6. Tool wear and approximate indentation radius.

intermediary zone are highly related to the feed rate. The
extents of their areas as well as the thrust force generated
may both be increasing with the feed rate in vibration
assisted drilling. It calls for changes on the thrust force
models of those two zones.

Because the feed rate varies, and bears both positive
and negative values, a few assumptions were made:

– When the instantaneous feed rate is positive (the tool
goes up) there is no indentation. It becomes part of the
ploughing zone which presents bad cutting conditions.

– The indentation zone has its area related to the feed
rate. The chip height regulates the size of the other
zones since the higher cutting speed implies cutting
mechanisms and chipping.

The size of each zone and the models of thrust force Fz

associated are determined with traditional drilling data.
Their formulas are presented in the next part.

The model presented in this paper is compared to a
power regression model (Eq. (4)), also identified with tra-
ditional drilling data:

Fz = Kp ΔR hqp
c (4)

where ΔR is the tool radius, hc the chip height, Kp and
qp to be determined.

2.2.1 Indentation zone

In reference [12], a theoretical radius is calculated for
the indentation zone (Fig. 6). The radius corresponds to
the point for which the cutting speed is 5 times the feed
rate. It accounts for a few tenths of mm. However, this
model is arbitrary and empirical as it is defined on wear
observation on the tip of the tool.

Reference [11] suggested an experimental definition of
the indentation radius in function of the feed: by deriv-
ing the thrust force, it is possible to point out precisely
the first change of slope corresponding to the indentation
phenomenon.

In this paper, the indentation radius ΔRind is chosen
to be represented as a function of the feed rate Vfi instead
of the feed f (Eq. (5)).

A fractional model [13] is used to model the indenta-
tion force Find (Eq. (6)). The indentation radius ΔRind

and the indentation force are identified though experi-
mental data from traditional drilling tests.

ΔRind = Krind V qrind
f (5)

where Krind and qrind are parameters.

Find = Kind h∗
c ΔRind

(
hc

h∗
c

)
+ rc

(
hc

h∗
c

)2

1 +
(

hc

h∗
c

) (6)

where hc is the chip height, ΔRind the indentation ra-
dius previously measured and modeled, h∗

c and Kind

parameters.
It is assumed that, when the feed rate is positive and

the tool goes upward, the extent of the indentation zone is
zero: there is no indentation when the tool goes up. How-
ever, the tool is still locally in contact with the material,
meaning that the area induces another cutting mecha-
nism: it is swept into the intermediary area.

2.2.2 Intermediary zone

In the second zone, chips are generated but the cut-
ting speeds are not important enough. Moreover, this in-
termediary zone has to cut additional material which was
indented and displaced by the first zone.

The extent of the zone ΔRpe is determined by the
observation of the thrust force measured at the entry of
the tip of the tool for different feed. It is modelled by the
following equation, as a function of chip height (Eq. (7)).

ΔRpe = Krpeh
rpe
c + r0 (7)

where Krpe, rpe, r0 are parameters.
The force Fpe generated by this zone is modelled with

(Eq. (8)) as a function of this radius and the chip height:

Fpe=Kpe (1 − sinγfe)
qpe ΔRpeh

dpe
c (8)

where the parameters to identify are Kpe, qpe, dpe, γfe the
cutting rake angle in ◦, and hc the chip height.

The influence of the feed rate on the thrust force gen-
erated is taken into account through the instantaneous
dynamic rake angle γfe. The force generated by the inter-
mediary zone is increased when the feed rate is negative,
i.e. the tool goes downward.

2.2.3 Main cutting zone

In the cutting zone, the cutting speed ranges approx-
imately from 10% to 100% of its maximum value at the
diameter of the tool. Because the cutting speed Vc at any
given radius of the cutting zone is high, the influence of
the feed rate is reduced but still considered. The varia-
tion of the instantaneous feed rate in vibration assisted
drilling implies a feeble variation of the dynamic rake an-
gle. The important variation of the cutting speed Vc has
a greater influence on the thrust force. As the cutting
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speed increases with the radius, it is expected that the
mean cutting pressure lowers and the thrust force is re-
duced. The model, presented in [11] for the cutting zone,
is unaltered. It calculates the thrust force locally for each
element with a length ΔRc (Eq. (9)) and sums them up to
get the total contribution of the cutting edges (Eq. (10)).
It makes it possible to define the influence of the variation
of both cutting speed and feed rate in vibration assisted
drilling as they appear in the calculation of the dynamic
rake angle.

ΔFc = Kc (1 − sinγfe)
qc V b

c ΔRc hdc
c (9)

Fc =
∑

i

ΔFci (10)

where Kc, qc, b and dc are identified with traditional
drilling data, γfe the mean rake angle at the element con-
cerned, Vc its velocity.

3 Experimental procedures

The drilling tests were carried out on a five-axis CNC
machining centre, with two different twist drills: drill
1 Ø12.7 mm and drill 2 Ø15.9 mm, with two lips and a
drill point thinning. Internal minimal quantity lubrication
was used. Cutting forces were measured using a Kistler
9257B dynamometer. Aluminum alloy 7010 was drilled
at several feeds, from 0.025 mm.rev−1 to 1 mm.rev−1,
and with a cutting speed of 75 m.min−1 in traditional
drilling. For feed higher than 0.3 mm.rev−1, only the
tip of the tool penetrated the material to avoid unneces-
sary tool wear or tool breakage. The simulation obtained
through traditional drilling data is verified with vibration
assisted drilling tests for two values of feed (0.1 mm.rev−1;
0.2 mm.rev−1) and several amplitudes of vibrations a
from 0.05 mm to 0.5 mm. The shape of chip was con-
trolled for each test.

In addition, drilling tests were carried out on rods and
on pilot holes. The aim of those tests is to highlight the
different mechanisms generated in the centre of the tool
and by the cutting edges. The evolutions of the chip height
and of the thrust force measured during vibration assisted
drilling are also analysed. For these tests on rods and pi-
lot holes, the twist drill 1 Ø12.7 mm was used, with a
feed of 0.2 mm.rev−1 and a cutting speed of 75 m.min−1.
Rods and pilot holes of Ø2.7 mm and Ø4.14 mm are pre-
pared on the aluminum alloy 7010 plate (Fig. 7). Several
amplitudes of oscillations a from 0 mm to 0.5 mm are
tested.

4 Results and discussions

4.1 Thrust force model

Using the edge-material pair method, developed
by Bissey-Breton and quoted in the work of Guibert
et al. [11], the parameters of the model suggested are de-
termined from traditional drilling data. The size of each

Fig. 7. Rods and pilot holes prepared on AA7010 plate.

zone is identified by observing the changes of slope on the
thrust force signal. The thrust forces each zone generates
are then measured, allowing the identification of all the
parameters.

Concerning the power model (Eq. (4)), it is identified
as a function of the chip height by observing the total
thrust force generated for each feed rate studied.

The results of the two studies are given below:

– Power model

Kp = 331.91, qp = 0.52, R2 > 0.98

– Indentation zone

Krind = 0.011, qrind = 0.571, R2 = 0.94

Kind = 6426.30, h∗
c = 0.003, rc = 0.253, R2 = 0.56

– Intermediary zone

Krpe = 5.704, qrpe = 0.702, R2 = 0.97

Kpe = 405.41, qpe = 0.49, dpe = −2.53, R2 > 0.95

– Cutting zone

Kc = 6196.84, qc = 0.36, b = 1.04,

dc = −0.107, R2 > 0.98

Several comparisons of the model and the power regres-
sion model with experimental data in vibration assisted
drilling are represented over one revolution of the tool
(Figs. 8–10).

At low amplitude of vibrations (Fig. 8), it can be seen
that the thrust force measured is close to a sinusoid as is
the theoretical chip height. However, when the amplitude
is increased, a particular shape of the thrust force can
be seen (Figs. 9 and 10). The first part, in regards to
the tool going down, shows a fast increase of the thrust
force. On the second part, as the tool goes upward, the
shape of the thrust force shows successive changes. In
contrary to the power model, the model suggested points
out this behaviour in vibration assisted drilling, which is
a direct consequence of the separate modelling of each
cutting mechanism.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of experimental and theoretical thrust
forces for f = 0.1 mm.rev−1 and a = 0.05 mm.

Fig. 9. Comparison of experimental and theoretical thrust
forces for f = 0.2 mm.rev−1 and a = 0.16 mm.

Moreover, it was observed that the maximal thrust
force measured (Fig. 8A) appeared before the maximal
theoretical chip height, which corresponds to the maxi-
mal thrust force calculated by the power model (Fig. 8B).
Therefore, the maximal thrust force measured does not
correspond to the maximal chip height. It is supposed
that the instantaneous feed rate has an important influ-
ence on the thrust force generated. This influence of the
instantaneous feed rate is not considered in the power
model, but it is taken into account in the model sug-
gested. The thrust force is increased when the tool goes
down with important instantaneous feed rates. As the tool
goes upward, the thrust force is reduced. By this way, the
instant of maximum thrust force is better simulated by
the suggested model.

Concerning the simulation of the maximal thrust
force, the power model offers variable results. It is over-
estimated at low amplitudes and underestimated at high
amplitudes. Despite its ability to represent and to explain
the shape of the experimental thrust force, the model sug-
gested underestimates the maximal thrust force for any
amplitude.

From these observations, the relevance of the sug-
gested model over a power regression model to represent
the thrust force in vibration assisted drilling is pointed
out. The main advantage of the model presented is its
ability to define the evolution of the thrust force, which is
completely different from the evolution of the chip height.

The drawback of the model remains in the determina-
tion of the chip height through the study of the kinematics

Fig. 10. Comparison of experimental and theoretical thrust
forces for f = 0.2 mm.rev−1 and a = 0.5 mm.

Fig. 11. Comparison of experimental thrust forces and theo-
retical chip height for f = 0.2 mm.rev−1 and a = 0.5 mm.

of vibration assisted drilling. As it can be seen in Fig-
ures 12 and 13, cutting time is underestimated by the
kinematic model in all cases of interrupted cutting. The
measured thrust force can be important while the simu-
lated thrust force is null, corresponding to a theoretical
chip height equal to zero (Fig. 11).

This may be explained by a reduction of the ampli-
tude set while cutting. To confirm this hypothesis and the
kinematic model, it would be best to measure the axial
position at the tip of the tool. However, it is difficult to
measure the tool trajectories because of the cutting zone
being confined in drilling. The kinematics was observed
indirectly by analysing its effects on several phenomena.

4.2 Kinematic model

The first point observed is the state of chips for sev-
eral couples of feed-amplitude. In the first part, the def-
inition of the amplitude limit of chip fragmentation was
presented. In a feed versus amplitude plot, this limit is a
theoretical straight line. From experimental tests, obser-
vation of the shape of the chip (continuous or fragmented)
in relation to the cutting conditions, allows to define the
experimental limit of fragmentation.

The results of experiments (Fig. 12) show that the
amplitude set on the vibratory system to obtain fragmen-
tation is approximately twice the theoretical amplitude.
It guides toward the consideration of a reduction of the
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Fig. 12. Underestimated amplitude for chip fragmentation.

Fig. 13. Signal of thrust force and torque for f = 0.2 mm.tr−1

and a = 0.3 mm, chips are fragmented.

amplitude of oscillations during the cutting operation es-
timated at 50%.

It is supposed that this reduction of amplitude is
caused by flexibility in the kinematic chain. This flexi-
bility should be mainly present in the mechanical system
generating the oscillations. Flexibility on the machining
fixture may also reduce the amplitude of the oscillations.

During those tests, it was also observed some cases
where the chip is fragmented but the thrust force does
not come back to zero (Fig. 13). A second limit, for which
the thrust force comes to zero, can be defined. However,
the torque measured does come back to zero for those
cases where the amplitude is close to the limit of chip
fragmentation.

It was supposed that a phenomenon specific to vibra-
tion assisted drilling is involved. It generates large thrust
force when generating negligible torque. Therefore, this
phenomenon should happen at the centre of the tool. To
highlight it, tests were conducted by drilling rods and
drilling with pilot holes with vibration assistance. They
permit respectively to consider mainly the cutting phe-
nomena at the centre of the tool or excluding them from
the analysis.

For these tests, rods and pilots holes of specific diame-
ters are prepared to be drilled with the help of vibrations.

Fig. 14. Thrust force measured on a rod and a pilot hole for
a = 0.5 mm.

After simulating the radii of the indentation and inter-
mediary zones, Ø2.7 mm and Ø4.14 mm are chosen. Fig-
ure 14 shows the thrust force signals obtained on a rod
and a pilot hole for the maximal amplitude of 0.5 mm.

At the centre of the tool, when drilling rods, the thrust
force has a fast increase at entry of the tool. Then, the
thrust force decreases when the chip height still increases.
The thrust force at the centre of the tool is highly related
to the instantaneous feed rate.

On the cutting edges, when drilling pilot holes, the
evolution of the thrust force has the same evolution as
the chip height. The cutting speed is from 2, at the be-
ginning of the cutting edge, to 25 times, at the corner
of the tool, more important than the maximal instanta-
neous feed rate. The oscillations of the feed rate do not
have as significant influence as for the indentation and
intermediary zones.

The tool has a radius of 6.35 mm. Those results also
show that the centre of the tool, with a radius of 1.35 mm,
generates as much thrust force as the remaining area with
a 5 mm radius. For a radius of 2.07 mm, the centre of the
tool generates twice as much force as the remaining area.

It was proceeded to add the thrust force measured on a
rod and on the pilot hole of the same diameter, expecting
to retrieve the total thrust force in full cut for the same
cutting conditions (Fig. 15). The results of the sum are
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Fig. 15. Sum of thrust forces measured on rods and pilot
holes for a = 0.5 mm of diameters (a) Ø2.7 and (b) Ø4.14.

quite precise as long as the two signals are synchronized
to approach the thrust force in full cut.

A few points, represented on the graphs, can be
brought to attention:

1. The center of the tool comes into contact ahead of
time in comparison to the cutting edges. This may be
explained by interference phenomena at the center of
the tool. Interference phenomena are similar to inden-
tation in the way that it represents a body penetrating
another.
The kinematic model used to calculate the chip height
simulates the movement of the cutting edges. There-
fore, it does not take into account the tool geome-
try with its flank face and rake face at the center
of the tool. It is then difficult to foresee the interfer-
ences of those faces penetrating the pushed material
and generating interferences. Moreover, the material is
not cut but pushed and plastically deformed because
of the low cutting velocity, making it difficult to be
simulated.

2. It is shown here that the center of the tool is not
in contact when the tool goes upward. The center of
the tool is exiting the material ahead of time on each
oscillation in the case of interrupted cutting.

3. In the case of a radius of 2.07 mm, the mechanisms
encountered on the rod are both indentation and cut-
ting mechanisms. The cutting time is complete as the
interference phenomenon starts earlier and the cutting
mechanism ends later.

The maximal thrust forces on rods and pilot holes are not
synchronized. The thrust force at the center of the tool is
increased by the important feed rates at the beginning of

Fig. 16. Comparison of measured torque with theoretical chip
height for f = 0.2 mm.rev−1 and a = 0.5 mm.

each cut. The thrust force on the cutting edges depends
on the chip height. The maximal thrust force in full cut
is closer to the moment the thrust force at the center of
the tool is at its peak.

From these observations, the presence of interferences
at the centre of the tool may explain why the cutting time
on thrust force signal is still underestimated by the kine-
matic model, even if a reduced amplitude is considered.
The centre of the tool generates a thrust force before the
cutting edges, but does not generate much torque. There-
fore the cutting time observed on torque signals corre-
sponds better to the simulated one. The fragmentation
limit observed on chips does relate to the cases where the
torque reaches zero.

Because the material is not cut but plastically de-
formed and pushed in this zone, it is difficult to estimate
the size of the area concerned by interference phenom-
ena. When compared to indentation phenomenon, it can
be supposed that its size approaches a few tenths of mil-
limetres. The authors suggest finite elements method or
using high-speed camera when drilling to further study
the interferences happening at the centre of the tool.

4.3 Torque model

Because the presence of interferences at the centre of
the tool does not generate much torque, they can be ne-
glected when modelling it. Considering the reduction of
amplitude, a torque model is suggested. Figure 16 shows
a signal of the torque measured in vibration assisted
drilling with a feed f = 0.2 mm.rev−1 and an ampli-
tude a = 0.5 mm. It was observed that the torque had a
quasi-linear relation with the chip height.

From this observation, a linear model of torque as a
function of chip height is established from vibration as-
sisted drilling data (Fig. 17).

Mz=Kmz D hc (11)
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Fig. 17. Identification of the parameter Kmz of the torque
model.

where D is the diameter of the tool and Kmz the param-
eter to identify.

From this identification, a value of 2.61 is obtained for
the parameter Kmz, with a correlation coefficient of 0.96.

This model allows a good simulation of the torque gen-
erated during vibration assisted drilling. The modelling of
the thrust forces is more difficult as it needs a better un-
derstanding of the interference phenomena.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a kinematic model of vibration assisted
drilling was developed. Chip height was simulated from
the trajectories of the teeth of the tool. A divided model
of the thrust force was proposed and applied to vibrations
assisted drilling in aluminum. The following conclusions
can be made:

– The divided model represents each zone of the tool
with separate cutting mechanisms from the indenta-
tion phenomenon at the centre of the tool to the cut-
ting mechanism on the cutting edges. Each zone has
its size and the thrust force it generates related to
instantaneous cutting conditions.

– The suggested model better simulates the evolution
of the thrust force in vibration assisted drilling than
a power model.

– The parameters of the suggested model are identified
with traditional drilling data. This may explain the
underestimation of the thrust forces.

– It is necessary to consider both the chip height and
the instantaneous feed rate to model the thrust forces
in vibration assisted drilling.

– Tests on rods and pilot holes show the different evolu-
tions of the thrust force in relation to each cutting
mechanism. The centre of the tool generates more
thrust force with a smaller area because it is related
to the instantaneous feed rate.

However, specific phenomena were highlighted in vibra-
tion assisted drilling, which modify the kinematics at the

tip of the tool and explain the differences observed on the
thrust force model in regards to the experimental data.
Results have shown that:

– The amplitude of oscillations is reduced during
drilling. The reduction is estimated to 50%. It explains
the need for a higher amplitude set on the vibratory
system in order to fragment the chips.

– Interferences happen at the centre of the tool, in-
creasing the cutting time observed on the thrust force
signal. Those interferences cannot be simulated by a
kinematic model because it is supposed to be due to
a specific phenomenon at the centre of the tool.

– The torque signal can be used to identify the reduc-
tion of amplitude during drilling and the real limit of
fragmentation.

– The torque was simulated as a linear function of the
simulated chip height. The model is precise and its
parameters can be identified with vibration assisted
drilling data.

Future investigations need to be carried out to understand
and model the interference phenomena at the centre of the
tool. Furthermore, to avoid underestimation of the thrust
force, a new methodology has to be developed to identify
the divided model with vibration assisted drilling data
instead of traditional drilling data.
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